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Who/What is SoftPLC?
We are "SoftPLC Corporation", an automation products manufacturer. "SoftPLC" is our
flagship technology, and the core of our:
Programmable Automation Controllers (PAC / PLC)
Gateways / Protocol Converters
RTU's w/ Data Logging, IoT Solutions
and more
SoftPLC's are ruggedized hardware CPU's with a powerful set of control, communication, and
data handling functions. SoftPLC is NOT a Windows "PCbased control" product. Our
SoftPLC's, since 1988, have been used in nearly every industry/application type  from small
embedded data acquisition/remote alarming systems, to automotive / packaging / standalone
machines, as well as complete plantwide process control systems.

* Our AllenBradley PLC Migration paths are an unmatched offering 
we can import old logic, connect to existing I/O and networks, etc. at
lower risk/cost than anyone (including Rockwell/AllenBradley). PLC2,
PLC5 and PLC3 based systems are no longer supported by AB 
who is also in the process of obsoleting the SLC500 platform.

* Our Protocol Gateways are very popular, providing
more functionality at lower cost than most competitor
products. Gateways are used to connect equipment
from different vendors, and are very useful in
staggered equipment upgrades, such as HMI's or
drives without changing the PLC.

* Our IoTPAC adds an embedded headless HMI to any SoftPLC. For
applications where a Smart Phone, Tablet or Laptop makes more
sense than a permanently mounted HMI/touchscreen, the
IoTPAC reduces cost, space, and maintenance.

* TagWell is our IoT remote monitoring platform. A link to a short
video describing the TagWell platform is available on the Download

tab here: http://softplc.com/products/comm/tagwell/ Coupled with our SoftPLC
controllers/routers and gateways, and Web Studio SCADA, we offer customers with remotely
located or mobile equipment a terrific, low cost, flexible asset management solution.
Learn More . . .

Micro SoftPLC / RTU
Micro SoftPLC  Small in size, but not functionality!
SoftPLC's Micro SoftPLC's (Cat No SPBBx) provides ladder logic
control, data logging, email/text messages for alarming/reports, and
can interface to a wide variety of other vendor's I/O and other devices.
Additionally, embedded web pages provide operator interface to any
browser.
The combination of the Micro SoftPLC, our I/O board, and a modem
creates a powerful, low cost RTU for applications ranging from
Micro SoftPLC based RTU
pump/lift stations, windmills, oil wells, agriculture, remediation,
weather and many others. SoftPLC's TagWell cloud platform provides connectivity via the
Internet to remotely located units at up to 50% lower cost than many competitor's
solutions.
Learn More . . .
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